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INTRODUCTION – PAUL AUSTER: MOON PALACE
“They were magic letters, and they hung there in the
darkness like a message from the sky itself. MOON
PALACE. I immediately thought of Uncle Victor and
his band, and in that first, irrational moment, my fears
lost their hold on me. I had never experienced anything so sudden and absolute. A bare and grubby
room had been transformed into a site of inwardness, an intersection point of strange omens and
mysterious, arbitrary events. I went on staring at the
Moon Palace sign, and little by little I understood
that I had come to the right place, that this small
apartment was indeed where I was meant to live.”
(...) I was looking down at Broadway, the smallest, most
abbreviated portion of Broadway, and the remarkable
thing was that the entire area of what I could see was
filled up by a neon sign, a vivid torch ink and blue letters
that spelled out the words MOON PALACE”. I recognized it as the sign from the Chinese restaurant down
the block, but the force with which those words (...)
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hyperspace

Improbability Drive is a wonderful new method of crossing vast interstellar
distances in a mere nothingth of a
, without all that tedious mucking about
. It was discovered by a lucky
in
chance, and then developed into a governable form of propulsion by the
research team on Damogran. This, briefly, is the story of its
discovery. The principle of generating small amounts of finite improbability by simply
hooking the logic circuits of a Bambleweeny
Sub-Meson Brain to an atomic vector
plotter suspended in a strong Brownian Motion producer (say a nice hot
) were of
– and such
generators were often used to break the ice at parties by making all the molecules in the hostess’s undergarments leap simultaneously one foot to the left, in accordance with the Theory of Indeterminacy.
repspectable physicists said that they
weren’t going to stand for this – partly because it was a debasement of science, but
mostly
they didn’t get invited to those sort of
. Another thing they couldn’t stand was the perpetual failure they encountered in
trying to construct a machine which could generate the infinite improbability field needed to
flip a spaceship across the
between the furthest stars, and in the end they grumpily
announced that such a machine was virtually impossible. Then, one day, a student who had
been left to sweep up the lab after a particularly unsuccessful party found himself reasoning this
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is, feed that figure into the finite improbability generator, give it a fresh cup of really hot tea
... and turn it on! He did this, and was rather
led to discover that he had
So all I have to do in order to make one is to work

start

managed to create the long sought after golden Infinite Improbability generator out of thin air. It startled him even more when just
after he was awarded the Galactic Institute’s Prize for Extreme Cleverness he got lynched by a rampaging mob of respectable
physicists who had finally realized that the one thing they really couldn’t stand was w smartass. The improbability–proof cabin

the Heart of Gold looked like a perfectly conventional spaceship except that it was
perfectly clean because it was so new. Some of the control

of

The infinite Improbability Drive is a wonderful new method of crossing vast
interstellar distances in a mere nothingth of a second, without all that tedious mucking about in hyperspace. It was discovered by a lucky chance,
and then developed into a governable form of propulsion by the Galactic
Government’s research team on Damogran. This, briefly, is the story of its
discovery. The principle of generating small amounts of finite improbability
by simply hooking the logic circuits of a Bambleweeny 57 Sub-Meson Brain
to an atomic vector plotter suspended in a strong Brownian Motion producer (say a nice hot cup of tea) were of course well understood – and
such generators were often used to break the ice at parties by making all
the molecules in the hostess’s undergarments leap simultaneously one
foot to the left, in accordance with the Theory of Indeterminacy. Many repspectable physicists said that they weren’t going to stand for this – partly
because it was a debasement of science, but mostly because they didn’t
get invited to those sort of parties. Another thing they couldn’t stand was
the perpetual failure they encountered in trying to construct a machine
which could generate the infinite improbability field needed to flip a spaceship across the mind–paralysing distances between the furthest stars, and
in the end they grumpily announced that such a machine was virtually impossible. Then, one day, a student who had been left to sweep up the lab
after a particularly unsuccessful party found himself reasoning this way: if,
he thought to himself, such a machine is a virtual impossibility, then it
must logically be a finite improbability. So all I have to do in order to make
one is to work out exactly how improbable it is, feed that figure into the
finite improbability generator, give it a fresh cup of really hot tea ... and
turn it on! He did this, and was rather startled to discover that he had man-
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“The air was dim inside, tinged gray throughout, and even on the
“The air was dim inside, tinged gray throughout, and even on the
brightest days it did not exude more than a paltry radiance. I felt
brightest days it did not exude more than a paltry radiance. I felt
some pangs at first, small thumps of fear about living on my own,
some pangs at first, small thumps of fear about living on my own,
but then I made a singular discovery that helped me to warm up
but then I made a singular discovery that helped me to warm up
to the place and settle in. It was my second or third night there
to the place and settle in. It was my second or third night there
and quite by accident I found myself standing between the two
and quite by accident I found myself standing between the two
windows, positioned at an oblique angle to the one on the left.
windows, positioned at an oblique angle to the one on the left.
I shifted my eyes slightly in that direction, and suddenly I was
I shifted my eyes slightly in that direction, and suddenly I was
able to see a slit of air between the two buildings in back. I was
able to see a slit of air between the two buildings in back. I was
looking down at Broadway, the smallest, most abbreviated portion
looking down at Broadway, the smallest, most abbreviated portion
of Broadway, and the remarkable thing was that the entire area
of Broadway, and the remarkable thing was that the entire area
of what I could see was filled up by a neon sign, a vivid torch of
of what I could see was filled up by a neon sign, a vivid torch of
pink and blue letters that spelled out the words MOON PALACE”.
pink and blue letters that spelled out the words MOON PALACE”.
I recognized it as the sign from the Chinese restaurant down the
I recognized it as the sign from the Chinese restaurant down the
block, but the force with which those words assaulted me drowned
block, but the force with which those words assaulted me drowned
out every practical reference and association. They were magic
out every practical reference and association. They were magic
letters, and they hung there in the darkness like a message from
letters, and they hung there in the darkness like a message from
the sky itself. MOON PALACE. I immediately thought of Uncle
the sky itself. MOON PALACE. I immediately thought of Uncle
Victor and his band, and in that first, irrational moment, my fears
Victor and his band, and in that first, irrational moment, my fears
lost their hold on me. I had never experienced anything so sudden
lost their hold on me. I had never experienced anything so sudden
and absolute. A bare and grubby room had been transformed into
and absolute. A bare and grubby room had been transformed into
a site of inwardness, an intersection point of strange omens and
a site of inwardness, an intersection point of strange omens and
mysterious, arbitrary events. I went on staring at the Moon Palace
mysterious, arbitrary events. I went on staring at the Moon Palace
sign, and little by little I understood that I had come to the right
sign, and little by little I understood that I had come to the right
place, that this small apartment was indeed where I was meant
place, that this small apartment was indeed where I was meant
to live.” (...) “With all the fervor and idealism of a young man
镇阵蒸挣睁征狰争怔整拯正政帧症郑证芝枝支吱蜘知肢脂汁之织职直植殖执值侄置致至掷挚志纸旨只趾止指
to live.” (...) “With all the fervor and idealism of a young man
who had thought too much and read too many books, I decided
镇阵蒸挣睁征狰争怔整拯正政帧症郑证芝枝支吱蜘知肢脂汁之织职直植殖执值侄置致至掷挚志纸旨只趾止指
who had thought too much and read too many books, I decided
镇阵蒸挣睁征狰争怔整拯正政帧症郑证芝枝支吱蜘知肢脂汁之织职直植殖执值侄置致至掷挚志纸旨只趾止指
that the thing I should do was nothing: my action would consist
镇阵蒸挣睁征狰争怔整拯正政帧症郑证芝枝支吱蜘知肢脂汁之织职直植殖执值侄置致至掷挚志纸旨只趾止指
that the thing I should do was nothing: my action would consist
of a militant refusal to take any action at all. This was nihilism
of a militant refusal to take any action at all. This was nihilism
raised to the level of an aesthetic proposition. I would turn my life
raised to the level of an aesthetic proposition. I would turn my life
into a work of art, sacrificing myself to such exquisite paradoxes
into a work of art, sacrificing myself to such exquisite paradoxes
that every breath I took would teach me how to savor my own
that every breath I took would teach me how to savor my own
doom. The signs pointed to a total eclipse, and grope as I did for
doom. The signs pointed to a total eclipse, and grope as I did for
another reading, the image of that darkness gradually lured me in,
another reading, the image of that darkness gradually lured me in,
seduced me with the simplicity of its design. I would do nothing
seduced me with the simplicity of its design. I would do nothing
to thwart the inevitable, but neither would I rush out to meet it. If
to thwart the inevitable, but neither would I rush out to meet it. If
life could continue for the time being as it always had, so much
life could continue for the time being as it always had, so much
the better. I would be patient, I would hold fast. It was simply that I
the better. I would be patient, I would hold fast. It was simply that I
knew what was in store for me, and whether it happened today, or
knew what was in store for me, and whether it happened today, or
whether it happened tomorrow, it would nevertheless happen.”
whether it happened tomorrow, it would nevertheless happen.”
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signs : from parts to whole

CONTAINER IDENTITY DRAFTS

CO/EXISTENCE BY OVERLAY

ZURICH BOX CONTENT
BAUKASTEN

INTERACTIVE MAGNETIC SYMBOLS

CONTAINER / INNER WALL

ZURICH BOX #REVISED*

CO/EXISTENCE BY MERGER

CO/EXISTENCE FROM PARTS TO WHOLE (AGAIN)

zurich–box and shenyang–box

FROM PARTS TO WHOLE (YET AGAIN)

VIRTUAL CO/EXISTENCE IN SPACE AND TIME

